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SUMMARY

Various best estimate small break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

analyses are performed for Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR) using

CEFLASH-4AS/REM and RELAP5/M0D3 computer codes. The KNGR is an Advanced

Light Water Reactor (ALWR) adopting the advanced design feature of Direct

Vessel Injection (DV1) configuration for ECCS. The study is performed to

evaluate the best estimate performance of KNGR ECCS and to investigate the

real physical phenomena expected to occur during the small break LOCA.

The break spectrum analysis using CEFLASH-4AS/REM shows that cold leg

breaks and DVI line breaks produce a similar response on the NSSS until

the time of loop seal clearing. Following the loop seal clearing and

before the SITs discharge, different transient behaviors are observed

between these two break cases. For a cold leg break, the steam-venting

path from core through the RCS loop to the break is well established. On

the other hand, for a DVI line break, steam venting through the loop may

be prevented by the water plug formed in the reactor vessel downcomer

above the cold leg to the break. For a given break size, this difference

in break flow produces much higher NSSS mass loss for the DVI break

compared with the cold leg breaks and results in a much greater potential

for core uncovery. Thus, the results show that no core uncovery occurs for

all cold leg breaks and the core uncovery is predicted to occur beginning

at 0.2 ft2 for the DVI line breaks.

The comparative analyses performed by modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM in

downcomer nodal scheme and RELAP5/M0D3 show that the results of two

computer code simulations are qualitatively in good agreement until the

loop seal clearing, and the general trends are similar after that in the

sense that a DVI line break case results in a more rapid system

depressurization and larger system inventory loss. However, the two-phase

mixture level transients estimated from the RELAP5/M0D3 results are very

different from those of CEFLASH-4AS/REM. After the loop seal clearing and

before the SIT actuation, both of the broken and intact downcomer mixture
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levels drop to the cold leg elevation. Thus, the steam from the cold legs

is more easily vented and the inner vessel mixture level is maintained

well above the core throughout the transient. However, details of

transient behavior are different depending on nodal scheme of downcomer

node and break flow model. Though it is natural to claim that the detailed

modeling of downcomer node and an ECC mixer component for DVI

configuration is necessary, the analyses results of present study indicate

that the K-factors for the cross flow between the downcomer nodes and the

break flow model have primary importance in predicting the DVI performance

during the small break LOCA. Also the comparison of a DVI line break and

cold leg break showed that different safety injection flow credited is a

major effect for the primary side depressurization and system inventory.

The comparative analysis for the performance between the DVI and CLI

configuration show that the DVI is beneficial for cold leg break in system

inventory and core water level, but, since it also requires the analysis

of DVI line break which shows the worst core water level, it does not have

significant advantage in terms of small break LOCA performance.

It should be also noted that the RELAP5/M0D3 analysis with Henry-Fauske

critical flow model with homogeneous flow option for break junction showed

very similar system responses for the DVI line break and the cold leg

break cases under DVI configuration and the cold leg break case under the

CLI configuration. However, to identify the real physical phenomena

expected to occur during the SBLOCA with DVI configuration of ECCS,

further detailed analysis using a three-dimensional code (e. g. , COBRA-TF,

TRAC, FLUENT, etc.) is recommended.
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1. Introduction

The Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR) is an Advanced Light Water

Reactor (ALWR) adopting the advanced design features of Direct Vessel

Injection (DVI) configuration for Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and

its design is developed from the Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant

(KSNPP), Ulchin 3&4 [1]. Table 1 summarizes the major design features of

KNGR ECCS. As shown in the Table, the Safety Injection System (SIS) of

KNGR consists of four mechanically separated hydraulic trains. They are

also electrically separated by two divisions such that each emergency

diesel generator powers two hydraulic trains. Each hydraulic train

consists of a High Pressure Safety Injection Pump (HPSIP) and a Safety

Injection Tank (SIT) connected to the Direct Vessel Injection (DVI)

nozzle. The DVI nozzle is located 83" above the cold leg and thus injects

water directly into the upper region of Reactor Vessel (RV) downcomer.

There is no Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump (LPSIP) and the water

supply of HPSIPs is taken from the In-containment Refueling Water Storage

Tank (IRWST) installed within the cylindrical type of double containment.

This design feature is similar to that of ABB-CE's System 80* [2].

Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the KNGR reactor vessel adopting

the DVI configuration for ECCS. The DVI nozzles (8.5 inch I.D. ) are

located approximately 83 inches above the top of cold leg. Figure 2 shows

the top view of various nozzles connected to the RV. There are two hot leg

nozzles and four cold leg nozzles. Four DVI nozzles are symmetrically

arranged along the RV annulus and the angle between the DVI nozzle and

the cold leg nozzle is 15 degrees.

During the small break LOCA, the characteristic of ECCS performance on

core cooling is dependent on the break size and its location. For

relatively small size of breaks (area less than approximately 0.05 ft2),

HPSIPs are very important to provide makeup of reactor coolant to overcome

the break flow. During the larger small breaks (between 0.2 ft2 to 0.5
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ft2), HPSIPs have relatively little effect on the transients and the SIT

injection terminates the level recession by the break discharge. For the

intermediate break sizes (approximately between 0.2 ft2 to 0.05 ft2), both

SITs and HPSIPs play an important role in providing safety injection flow

to the RCS and stabilizing the transient, with the SITs becoming more

important as the break size increases. In the case of a small break in the

cold leg, the steam-venting path from core through the RCS loop to the

break is well established after the loop seal has been cleared. If the

break occurs in the DVI line, steam venting through the loop is difficult

due to the water plug formed in the reactor vessel downcomer above the

cold leg to the break. However, this phenomenon has not been fully

understood. Therefore, for the DVI line break analysis, modeling of the RV

downcomer may have a significant impact on the thermal-hydraulic behavior

throughout the transient.
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2. Analysis Methodology
The purpose of this study is to confirm that KNGR ECCS with DVI

configuration will satisfy the EPRI URD requirement (Reference 1) and to

identify the real physical phenomena expected to occur during the small

break LOCA. EPRI URD specifies that "no fuel damage shall be predicted to

occur, based on best estimate calculations with full system operation,

for a postulated near instantaneous pipe break with an area equivalent to

up to 6 inches in diameter in the reactor coolant boundary".

In this analysis, no fuel damage is confirmed by no core uncovery

throughout the transient.

2.1 Computer Codes Used

The performance of KNGR ECCS during the small break LOCA is simulated

using the best estimate computer codes of CEFLASH-4AS/REM [4], PARCH/REM

[4] and RELAP5/MOD3 [5]. The CEFLASH-4AS/REM and PARCH/REM are ABB-CE's

small break LOCA Realistic Evaluation Model (REM) which has been verified

against various small break LOCA tests performed at LOFT, Semiscale,

ROSA-IV/LSTF test facilities. The CEFLASH-4AS/REM code is used for the

RCS thermal-hydraulic responses and the PARCH/REM code is used for the

fuel rod heat-up calculation using the boundary conditions supplied by

CEFLASH-4AS/REM. The CEFLASH-4AS/REM code employs a five equation thermal

non-equilibrium and non-homogeneous model (two mass, two energy, and one

mixture momentum equations). As it has one momentum equation, various

constitutive relations using the slip or phase separation model are

employed. The RELAP5/MOD3 is based on a two-fluid, non-equilibrium,

non-homogeneous model using six equations.

Like other computer codes, CEFLASH-4AS/REM and RELAP5/M0D3 are

limited by the phenomenological models built into the computer codes.

They have a different nodalization scheme. The CEFLASH/REM has a

customized nodalization scheme allowing limited variations for user. On

the other hand, the RELAP5/MOD3 permits the user to vary the nodalization

flexibly. Therefore, a user can model the DVI line break more
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intentionally by using the RELAP5/M0D3. However, ECC-mixer model

available in RELAP5/M0D3 for the horizontal cold leg is not still

applicable to the vertical downcomer node. To provide a basis of

comparison, major different models built into these two codes are

discussed below.

Break Flow Model: The break flow model is important, because it

provides a boundary condition for the transient. The CEFLASH-4AS/REM

break flow model is based on the modified Henry-Fauske, Homogeneous

Equilibrium Model (HEM), and Murdock-Bauman correlations for subcooled,

two-phase and steam upstream fluid conditions, respectively. The break

flow near saturation condition is interpolated between Henry-Fauske model

and HEM. RELAP5/M0D3 employs two-phase choking criteria based on the

characteristic analysis of two-fluid model equation.

Phase Separation model: The accurate prediction of phase separation

is of particular importance during the small break LOCA, since the rate

at which steam disengages from the two phase region affects the degree

and duration of core uncovery. In the CEFLASH-4AS/REM, a drift flux based

slip model is used to model phase separation. The steam release rate is

calculated using the drift flux equation and the void fraction at the

surface of the two-phase mixture in a node. The phase separation within

a tall node such as a downcomer node is accounted for by using the bubble

rise multiplier of 2.0, which adjust the steam release rate. The drift

velocity for the inner vessel node is determined based on the

correlations derived empirically from the Thermal-Hydraulic Test Facility

(THTF) level-swell test data. In the RELAP5/M0D3 phase separation is

modeled mechanistically and it does not have two-phase mixture level

concept.

Countercurrent Flow Limit (CCFL): During the steam generator draining

phase of a SBLOCA (the reflux mode), countercurrent flow can occur such

that steam leaving the core flows through the hot leg toward the steam

generator and the low quality two-phase mixture formed in the steam

generator u-tube drains back toward the reactor vessel. In the
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CEFLASH-4AS/REM, two separate flow paths are employed for the reactor

vessel to hot leg, hot leg to steam generator, and cold leg to reactor

vessel downcomer to account for the counter current flow. Also provided

are Wall is and Richter correlations for the vertical and horizontal flow

regimes respectively. On the other hand, the counter current flow

situation is mechanistically modeled in RELAP5/M0D3 by the separate

momentum equations for the steam and liquid phases.

2.2 Assumptions and Initial Conditions

Major system parameters and plant initial conditions for KNGR SBLOCA

analysis are given in Table 2. As allowed in the EPRI URD [3],

best-estimate analytical procedures and assumptions are employed for this

analysis. The main aspects of the analysis assumptions are summarized

below.

1. The plant is assumed to be operating at 100% of rated core power

(3914 MWt) for the best estimate analysis.

2. The reactor trip is assumed to occur when low pressurizer pressure

trip signal is generated at 1825 psia (nominal) with the time delay

of 1.15 seconds.

3. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are assumed to trip at the same

time when the reactor trip occurs.

4. The auxiliary feedwater system is credited. But its purpose is

simply to prevent the secondary side of steam generator from

completely drying out.

5. The safety injection is assumed to start when the Safety Injection

Actuation Signal (SIAS) is generated at 1825 psia (nominal) with the

time delay of 40 seconds for the emergency diesel startup and load
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sequencing. Arithmetic average values of maximum and minimum HPSIP

delivery data with no failure of ECCS were used for the best

estimate analysis. Table 3 and Figure 3 show the HPSIP delivery

curve employed in these analyses. The net delivery of water from

HPSIPs and SITs during the small break LOCA changes according to the

failure mode and SIS configurations. For the KNGR DVI configuration

under the no failure condition, flows from four HPSIPs and four SITs

are credited for the cold leg break, and 3 HPSIPs and 3 SITs are

credited for the DVI line break case, because the ECC water

delivered to the broken DVI line is assumed to be directly spilled

into the containment. For the Cold Leg Injection (CLI)

configuration, 3 HPSIPs and 3 SITs are credited for the cold leg

break case.

6. The charging pump flow is not credited.

7. The main steam safety valves (MSSVs) were modeled for a secondary

side configuration, since this is a safety grade system as opposed

to the steam bypass system which is not.

8. The best estimate 1979 ANS decay heat curve with 1.0 multiplication

factor is used.

9. The break flow were modeled with discharge coefficient of 1.0 for

subcooled, two-phase and steam upstream fluid conditions
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2.3 Analysis Scope

To evaluate the best estimate performance of KNGR ECCS and to

identify the real physical phenomena expected to occur during the small

break LOCA. Various small break LOCA simulations using the best estimate

computer codes of CEFLASH-4AS/REM, PARCH/REM, and RELAP5/M0D3 are

performed.

As a base case calculation, the break spectrum analysis using the

CEFLASH-4AS/REM was performed for sizes ranging from 0.05 ft2 to 0.55 ft2

for cold leg and 0.05 ft2 to 0.4 ft2 for DVI line breaks. Fuel rod

heat-up calculations using the PARCH/REM code were performed for the

cases showing the core uncovery.

For the comparative purposes, lots of analyses for the 0.2 ft2 break

by using the modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM and RELAP5/M0D3 were performed. The

break size of 0.2 ft2 is selected because both HPSIP and SIT are expected

to play an important role to terminate the transient. And Electric Power

Research Institute Utility Requirement Document (EPRI URD) (5) recommends

that the core uncovery should be prevented for a SBLOCA up to an

equivalent break diameter of 6 inches, it is equivalent to 0.2 ft2, by

best-estimate thermal-hydraulic analysis.

As a means of sensitivity study on the effect of downcomer

nodalization and safety injection location, the RV downcomer modeling is

modified. Modifications necessary for the implementation of sectionalized

node model with split downcomer, which enables the representation of

spatially non-uniform void distribution in the RV downcomer, are

incorporated in the CEFLASH-4AS/REM computer code. Also additional

modification of nodalization is done to investigate the effect of changes

in the safety injection elevation, which improves the deficiency of the

previous CEFLASH-4AS/REM bulk mixing model. With this modified

CEFLASH-4AS/REM code and nodalization, sensitivity studies on the

cross-flow between the split downcomer nodes were performed for the 0.2

ft2 cold leg and DVI line breaks.

For the comparative best estimate calculation using other code, the
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RELAP5/M0D3 analyses were performed for the 0.2 ft2 cold leg and DVI line

breaks, which include the sensitivity study for the effect of break flow

model. Finally, to compare the performance between the DVI and CL1

configurations, 0.2 ft2 cold leg break analysis for the CLI configuration

was performed.

2.4 System Nodalization and Input Calculations

For the various analyses presented, best-estimate input decks of

CEFLASH-4AS/REM, PARCH/REM and RELAP5/M0D3 were prepared according to the

methodologies presented in [4] and [5] respectively, and using the

assumptions described in section 2.2.

Figure 4 shows the nodalization scheme used for the CEFLASH-4AS/REM

base case calculations. As shown in this figure, two hot legs, two SGs

and four cold legs are modeled. Reactor vessel is composed of one

downcomer node, one inner vessel node, one upper head and one CEDM node.

Inner vessel node employs sectionalized node scheme allowing to model

non-uniform axial bubble distribution. Four SI trains are modeled as a

single path which is connected to the single lumped downcomer node.

Figure 5 shows the modified node-flow path diagram of

CEFLASH-4AS/REM. Since the single lumped downcomer node is not good for

the case which asymmetric thermal-hydraulic behavior becomes very large

like DVI line break, downcomer is modeled by two split nodes, and each

downcomer node is sectionalized axially and connected by eight cross flow

paths. However, since the CEFLASH-4AS/REM code has the limitation of the

number of upstream and downstream nodes for a specific flow path, some

source files are modified as described in [6]. In addition, to account

for the heatup of safety injection water flowing down in the annulus,

injection location is considered using the small pipe nodes of 28 and 29.

Also small node (node 3) located on the bottom of the RV downcomer is

added because the number of flow path entering the core node is limited

by one.

Figure 6 shows the nodalization diagram used for the RELAP5/M0D3
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analysis. The system is modeled sufficiently in detail by the 256 volumes

and 335 junctions. Downcomer is modeled by 10 axial nodes and 4 radial

nodes. The four SI trains are modeled separately.

The input calculations of CEFLASH-4AS/REM and PARCH/REM are provided

in [7], and those of RELAP5/M0D3 are provided in [8].

For the base case calculations, CEFLASH-4AS/REM, DN10000 Apollo

workstation version f4r. 1.5 together with PARCH/REM, work station version

prm.1.2, were used. For the comparative analyses, the modified

CEFLASH-4AS/REM, HP735 workstation version f4r.1.9, and

RELAP5/M0D3.2.1.2, window version 1.2.2, were used.
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3. Analysis Results and Discussions
Various small break LOCA simulation results using the best estimate

computer codes of CEFLASH-4AS/REM, PARCH/REM, and RELAP5/M0D3 are

presented and discussed in this chapter.

3.1 CEFLASH-4AS/REM Base Case Analysis Results

To investigate the conformance to the EPRI URD requirement of no fuel

damage for up to 6" break, break spectrum analyses for cold leg and DVI

line breaks are performed using the CEFLASH-4AS/REM code. In this

analysis, no fuel damage is confirmed by no core uncovery throughout the

transient.

The CEFLASH-4AS/REM break spectrum analyses documented in [7] are

discussed in this section. In particular, differences in the results

between the cold leg and DVI line break simulations are examined and

discussed. The objectives of the discussions are to (a) review and

understand the simulation results, (b) identify the physical

phenomenology characterizing the flow conditions in the reactor vessel

downcomer as implied by the DVI line break results, and (c) assess

whether such flow conditions are reasonable.

3.1.1 Cold Leg Breaks

For the cold leg breaks, break sizes ranging from 3 inch (0.05 ft2) to

10 inch (0.55 ft2) diameter were investigated. The analyzed cases with the

system nodalization shown in Figure 4 are: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,

0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.55 ft2. The detailed event scenarios for the

representative three cold leg breaks (0.05, 0.2 and 0.55 ft2 breaks) are

described below. The sequences of events for these three breaks are given

in Table 4.

0.05 ft2 (3 inch) Break
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Following the break at the bottom of cold leg (node 17), the reactor

coolant system (RCS) pressure decreases (Fig. 7). When the pressurizer

pressure reaches 1825 psia, reactor trip and safety injection actuation

signals are actuated. The reactor trip occurs at 35.1 seconds with time

delay of 1.15 seconds. Simultaneous with the reactor trip, off-site power

is assumed to be lost. Therefore, RCP trip occurs, causing the core inlet

flow to drop rapidly (Fig. 8). With the assumed total time delay of 40

seconds after the SIAS, HPSIP flow is delivered to the RCS at 74 seconds

(Fig. 9).

In this relatively small size of break, since the RCS pressure remains

well above the SIT gas pressure of 615.7 psia (nominal) throughout the

transient, only the HPSIP flow controls the RCS water inventory.

When the core inlet flow approaches near zero as the RCPs complete

coasting down, the hot leg and steam generator u-tubes begin to drain and

subsequently the core inlet flow reverses (Fig. 8). With the reversal flow

from the core through the downcomer to the break, the inner vessel mixture

level drops and reaches its minimum value at 886 seconds (Fig. 10).

Thereafter, as the makeup flow from four HPSIPs is sufficient enough to

compensate for the inventory loss through the break, the core mixture

level remains well above the top of core throughout the transient.

As the steam is discharged to the break by the break uncovery

occurring at around 900 seconds (Fig. 12), the stiff drop of the break

flow is observed as shown in Figure 11. Thereafter, the RCS pressure falls

below the secondary system pressure (Fig. 7). Eventually, the loop seal

clearing occurs at 1080 seconds and the decay heat is well removed

throughout the transient.

0.2 ft2 (6 inch) Break

Following the break, the RCS pressure decreases rapidly by the break

discharge. When the pressurizer pressure reaches 1825 psia, reactor trip
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occurs at 12.7 seconds. Subsequently, the turbine trip occurs and the

secondary system pressure rapidly increases to the opening setpoint (1260

psia) of MSSVs at 19 seconds(Fig. 13). Due to the continuous break

discharge and the coolant shrinkage by the rapid power reduction shortly

after the reactor trip, the RCS pressure decreases near to the secondary

pressure and forms pressure plateau by maintaining its pressure slightly

above the secondary system pressure until the break uncovers. The RCS

pressure falls below the secondary system pressure at 172 seconds and then

continuously decreases (Fig. 13). From this time on, the secondary side

plays the role of heat source superheating the steam generated from the

core.

The HPSIP flow starts at 52 seconds, 40 seconds of time delay after

the RCS pressure reaches the SIAS setpoint of 1825 psia (nominal). As the

system depressurization proceeds more rapidly by the break uncovery at 172

seconds, the HPSIP flow increases slightly (Fig. 15). As the RCS pressure

falls below the SIT gas pressure at around 560 seconds, SIT flow is

initiated. However, its contribution to the coolant makeup is negligible,

since only the small amount of SIT water is injected intermittently.

Depending on the RCS pressure transient, the break flow initially

decreases rapidly and then increases as the coolant temperature of cold

leg decreases by the cold safety injection flow from the HPSIPs (Fig. 17).

As the RCPs completely coast down, the coolant in the hot legs and the

steam generator u-tubes drains to the inner vessel and the reverse flow is

formed from the core to the broken cold leg at around 130 seconds (Fig.

14). As the coolant in the reactor vessel spills out the break, the break

flow increases again (Fig. 17) and the inner vessel mixture level drops

(Fig. 16). The core mixture level reaches the minimum value of 21.245 ft

(top of core level is 20.67 ft) at 168 seconds and increases to the hot

leg elevation by the manometric density effect between the core and

downcomer. When the break is uncovered at 172 seconds, steam is

discharged to the break (Fig. 18), which causes the break flow to drop

stiffly (Fig. 17).
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After the loop seal clearing occurs at 210 seconds (Fig. 19), decay

heat generated in the core is removed by the well established steam flow

path from the core through the steam generator u-tubes to the broken cold

leg. Thereafter, the inner vessel mixture level remains well above the top

of core (Fig. 16), since the integrated SI flow balances the integrated

break flow throughout the transient (Fig. 20). After 400 seconds,

oscillation behavior is shown due to the reflux boiling phenomena observed

at the core and hot leg side (Figs. 14 and 16).

0.55 ft2 (10 inch) Break

For this large size of small break, since the break discharge is

relatively large, the system depressuizes rapidly (Fig. 21). After the

reactor trip occurs at 9.5 seconds by the low pressurizer pressure trip

signal (1825 psia), the RCS pressure continues to decrease without the

plateau behavior due to the enough energy removal by the large break

discharge (Fig. 21). As the RCS pressure decreases continuously, HPSIP

flow starts at 48.4 seconds and SIT flow begins at 170.7 seconds (Fig.

23).

When the coolant flashing occurs in the cold leg at 36 seconds, the

break flow drops stiffly and then continues to decrease due to the

increasing quality in the broken cold leg (Figs. 25 and 26).

Alike 0.2 ft2 break, due to the reverse flow generated by the drainage

in the SG u-tubes and hot leg region after RCPs coast down (Fig. 22), the

core mixture level decreases for a short period of time (Fig. 24).

However, even for this larger size of small break LOCA in the cold leg,

the core mixture level is maintained well above the top of core throughout

the transient, since the break uncovery occurs early and the ECC water

makeup from four HPSIPs and four SITs is enough to balance the break flow

by the rapid system depressurization.
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3.1.2 DVI Line Breaks

For the DVI line breaks, break sizes ranging from 3 inch (0.05 ft2) to

8.5 inch (0.4 ft2) diameter was investigated. The analyzed cases are:

0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, and 0.4 ft2. As mentioned in

Section 2.2, three HPSIPs and three SITs are credited because the ECC

water delivered to the broken DVI line is assumed to be directly spilled

into the containment. The detailed event scenarios for the representative

three DVI line breaks (0.05, 0.2 and 0.4 ft2 break) are described below.

The sequences of events for these three breaks are given in Table 5.

0.05 ft2 (3 inch) Break

Figures 27 to 32 show the transient behaviors of major parameters for

0.05 ft2 DVI line break. The reactor trip occurs at 35.32 seconds and the

safety injection flow from three HPSIPs is delivered to the RCS at 74.31

seconds. The general behaviour of this break until HPSIP flow starts is

similar to that of 0.05 ft2 cold leg break.

Following the break at the DVI line connection located at the

downcomer annulus (node 3) the system depressurizes rapidly (Fig. 27).

However, since the net inventory loss which is the difference between the

break flow and SI flow is small, the transient proceeds slowly. As the

coolant flashing occurs at the downcomer annulus, the break discharge

becomes two-phase around 400 seconds (Fig. 32), causing the break flow to

be reduced rapidly (Fig. 31). The inner vessel two-phase level reaches its

minimum value at 2940 seconds, but is well above the top of core (Fig.

30).

As the break uncovers at 2940 seconds (Fig. 32), the RCS pressure

decreases rapidly and falls below the secondary system pressure (Fig. 27).

Thereafter, the SI flow for three HPSIPs exceeds the break flow and thus,

the water inventory of the reactor vessel and RCS begins to increase.
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0.2 ft2 (6 inch) Break

Figures 33 to 40 show the plots of major parameters for 0.2 ft2 DVI

line break. The general transient behaviour of this break until the loop

seal clearing is similar to that of 0.2 ftz cold leg break.

Following the break, the RCS pressure decreases rapidly and the

reactor and RCP trip occurs simultaneously at 12.72 seconds. Subsequently,

the turbine trip occurs and the secondary system pressure rapidly

increases to the opening setpoint (1260 psia) of MSSVs at 19 seconds (Fig.

33). The HPSIP flow starts at 52 seconds, 40 seconds of time delay after

the RCS pressure reaches the SIAS setpoint of 1825 psia (Fig. 35). Due to

the continuous break discharge and the coolant shrinkage by the reactor

trip, the RCS pressure decreases near to the secondary pressure and forms

pressure plateau (Fig. 33).

As the RCPs completely coast down, the coolant in the hot legs and the

steam generator u-tubes begins to drain and the reverse flow is formed

from the core to the broken DVI line at around 125 seconds (Fig. 34). As

the coolant in the reactor vessel spills out the break, the core mixture

level drops rapidly and then increases to the hot leg elevation by the

manometric density behavior between the core and downcomer (Fig. 36). As

the downcomer mixture level falls below the top of break in DVI nozzle,

the steam released from the two phase mixture in the downcomer is

discharged to the break (Fig. 38). Due to this steam removal through the

break, the RCS pressure falls below the secondary system pressure (Fig.

33) at 185 seconds, which in turn increases the SI flow into the RCS (Fig.

35). However, since the SI flow from three HPSIPs penetrated into the core

is still smaller than the break flow, the core mixture level decreases

again. The loop seal clearing occurs at 230 seconds (Fig. 39) which is

about 20 seconds later than the time observed in the 0.2 ft2 cold leg

break. Even after the loop seal clearing, the steam from the cold legs

must overcome the additional hydrostatic head of the coolant in the upper

downcomer region to be vented through the broken DVI line, which causes
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the continuous two-phase mixture discharge and core level suppression

behaviors. Thus, the inner vessel mixture level decreases further and

reaches the minimum value of 20.659 ft (top of core level is 20.67 ft) at

405 seconds and remains near the top of core (Figure 64) until the SIT

flow starts at 441 seconds (Fig. 35). After the SITs are actuated, the

inner vessel mixture level rises abruptly to the hot leg elevation. Thus,

the fuel heatup is not calculated throughout the transient (Fig. 40).

0.4 ft2 (8.5 inch) Break

This break size is the largest case resulting in the most rapid

depressurization and the largest inventory loss among the DVI line breaks.

Following the break, the system depressurizes very rapidly causing the

reactor and RCP trip at 10.61 seconds and the MSSVs open at 16 seconds

(Fig. 41). Since the break discharge is very large, the RCS pressure

continues to decrease without showing the pressure plateau behavior. Even

the HPSIPs are actuated at 49.5 seconds (Fig. 43), the core uncovery

starts at 86.6 seconds (Fig. 44).

The coolant drainage from the hot leg and the steam generator u-tube

regions causes the core covered for a short period of time. However, since

the HPSIP flow cannot make up for the inventory loss due to the large

break flow, the core uncovery occurs again for a significant period of

time (Fig. 44) until the SITs are actuated to deliver sufficient amount of

safety injection water at 210 seconds. Figure 47 shows the coolant and

clad temperature of the axial node 19 (hottest node) predicted by

PARCH/REM. The first peak before the reactor trip is due to the increase

in core power by the positive reactivity insertion from the decreasing

moderator density. Since the film boiling occurs on the cladding surface

due to the excessive power, the heat transfer coefficient drops suddenly

as shown in Figure 48. The second peak occurs for a short period time when

the hot node uncovery occurs (Fig. 44). The third peak occurs during the

long period of core uncovery time due to the insufficiency of HPSIP
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capacity compared to the break flow. The fuel heatup starts at 135 seconds

and the maximum cladding temperature is calculated when the SIT water is

injected at 210 seconds. The predicted peak cladding temperature is around

1100 °F which is well below the limiting temperature of 2200 °F specified

in the 10CFR50.46.

3.1.3 Comparison of Cold Leg and DVI Line Breaks

As mentioned in the previous section, the break spectrum analyses for

DVI ECCS are performed to investigate the conformance to the EPRI URD

requirement of no fuel damage for up to 6" break. In this analysis, no

fuel damage is confirmed by no core uncovery throughout the transient.

The minimum core mixture levels during the transients are shown in Figure

49, which shows that no core uncovery occurs for all cold leg breaks and

the core uncovery is predicted to occur beginning at 0.2 ft2 for the DVI

line breaks. It is also shown from this figure that for breaks smaller

than 0.2 ft2 the cold leg and DVI line breaks produce similar results

with regard to the minimum core mixture level reached during the

transients. However, for breaks larger than 0.2 ft2 the results for the

cold leg and DVI line breaks diverge significantly. For breaks larger

than 0.2 ft2 the cold leg break simulations predict an increasing minimum

core mixture level with increasing break size while the DVI line break

simulations show a decreasing minimum core mixture level. The analyses

results for these two break locations are considered to be different

mainly because of a) the additional hydrostatic head to overcome the 83

inches of water for the DVI line break, b) four SI trains for the cold

leg break instead of three SI trains for the DVI line break.

To investigate the differences in the results between the cold leg

and DVI line break simulations, the transient behavior of major

parameters for 0.2 ft break case are compared in Figures 50 through 54.

These figures show that the two simulations give nearly the same system

responses until about 180 seconds into the transient when the steam
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discharge through the break is regularized. After that, for the cold leg

break, two phase mixture level of downcomer remains near the bottom of

the cold leg (Fig. 53) and the steam venting path is well established.

Thus, the NSSS response is dominated by a period of high quality/steam

discharge through the break (Fig. 52) and relatively rapid

depressurization (Fig. 50). In contrast, for the DVI line break, the

mixture level remains at the break elevation in the downcomer node (Fig.

53) and NSSS response is dominated by a period of two-phase discharge

through the break (Fig. 52) and relatively slow depressurization (Fig.

50). This increases the rate at which mass is lost from the system and

results in a much greater potential for core uncovery (Fig. 54). These

effects are primarily responsible for the lower, minimum core mixture

levels observed in the DVI line break simulations (Fig. 53).

However, this difference in results is probably due to the

CEFLASH-4AS/REM model deficiencies rather than real physical differences

between the two analyses. For a DVI line break simulation using this code

with the single lumped downcomer node, the steam entering the downcomer

from the cold legs mixes uniformly with the fluid below the two-phase

mixture level in the downcomer. The uniformly mixed steam is released

above the mixture level through the bubble rise model and then exits to

the break. As the steam rises, the downcomer mixture level drops.

However, with the low steam release rate the downcomer mixture level can

not be lower than the break location. In reality, the steam should only

mix with the two-phase mixture above the cold leg nozzle. Also the actual

flooding or entrainment, or the consideration of changing flow patterns

due to varying steam velocities, are not explicitly modeled in the

downcomer node. Therefore, the phase separation model together with the

other limitations inherent in the single, lumped node representation does

not provide a sufficiently accurate prediction of the flow in the

downcomer. The recommended changes to improve the CEFLASH-4AS/REM DVI

line break analysis results are summarized in Table 6.

Additional insights into the conditions calculated by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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and those expected from a consideration of the flow patterns expected to

prevail are given in [9]. Temporary recommendations to adjust

CEFLASH-4AS/REM to simulate more realistic flow patterns are described in

[9] and [10]. References [9] and [10] describe a DVI SBLOCA analysis

using an earlier version of CEFLASH-4AS (version 88030D). This analysis

addressed the potential model bias discussed above by significantly

increasing the bubble rise velocity multiplier in the downcomer node. The

references also provide an engineering rational for the increase in the

bubble rise velocity multiplier. With the increased bubble rise velocity

multiplier from 2 to 20, the break quality for the DVI line break

increased significantly and the results of the analysis showed no core

uncovery for a 10 inch DVI line break.

3.2 Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM Analysis Results

As mentioned above, the two-phase flow out the DVI line break for a

long period of time is due to the limitations of the single, lumped node

representation of the downcomer in CEFLASH-4AS/REM. For a DVI line break

with the single downcomer model, the steam entering the downcomer from

the cold legs is forced to pass through a continuous liquid phase in the

downcomer node at a rate governed by the phase separation model for all

steam flow rates. In addition, the multi-dimensional, asymmetric flow

pattern distribution expected to occur in the downcomer region above the

cold legs cannot be predicted by a single, lumped node representation.

To account for the expected asymmetric and axial variation of void

fractions inside the downcomer, the single, lumped downcomer node model

is modified such that the downcomer is divided by two split nodes and

each downcomer node is sectionalized axially and connected each other by

cross flow paths as shown in Figure 5. The coolant flow through the

cross-flow paths between the two split downcomer nodes is characterized

by the user input form loss factor (K-factor). In addition, to account

for the heatup of safety injection water flowing down in the annulus,

correct injection location is considered by adding the small nodes for
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safety injection pipe lines. Also a small downcomer node is added

because the number of flow path entering the inner vessel node is limited

by one. With these downcomer model modifications, sensitivity study for

varying K-factor (1, 5, 20, 100, and 500) is performed for the 0.2 ft2

cold leg break and DVI line break. The analysis results are summarized

below and the detailed descriptions of the study are given in [6].

In case with small K-factor such as 1, 5, and 20, since the

cross-flows between the downcomer nodes are very large, the transient

behaviors for the split downcomer nodes are similar to those in the case

with the single node downcomer described in section 3.1.2. Figures 55 to

58 show the plots of system parameters for 0.2 ft2 DVI line break using

K-factor of 5. Like single node representation of RV downcomer, the

mixture level in the broken downcomer node remains on the DVI line

elevation. Therefore, steam venting path is not formed and hence break

discharge is two-phase mixture throughout the transient. Two-phase

discharge for a long period of time results in slow depressurization

(Fig. 57) and hence relatively less delivery of safety injection flow.

It causes large inventory loss and eventually, the inner vessel mixture

level falls below the top of the active core (Fig. 58). After the loop

seal clearing, the steam from the cold legs enters into the downcomer. At

this time, due to the break, the flow in RV downcomer shows non-symmetric

pattern. The mixture level in the broken side downcomer is maintained on

the DVI nozzle elevation (Fig. 55), while the mixture level in the intact

side downcomer drops below the cold leg elevation (Fig. 56). Therefore,

the steam venting path is well established along the intact side loop and

downcomer. As the K-factor increases, that is the cases with K-factor of

100, more steam flows through the broken loop and when this steam

pressure overcomes the hydrostatic head of the coolant in the broken

downcomer above the cold leg, the mixture level of the broken downcomer

also drops below the cold leg elevation (Figs. 59 and 60). Thus, the

steam venting path is well established through both of loops and split

downcomer nodes.
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In case with large K-factor such as 500, since the cross-flow between

the downcomer nodes is very small, the split downcomer nodes behave

independently. The general behaviour is similar to the case with K-factor

of 100 but, since interaction between the split downcomer nodes is very

small, the formation of steam venting path is delayed. In proportional to

this delayed steam venting, the two-phase discharge is prolonged, which

produces more inventory loss.

Figures 61 to 64 show the total cross flow rates between the

downcomer nodes and the inner vessel mixture levels for the 0.2 ft2 DVI

line break and cold leg break with various K-factors. For the DVI line

break case as shown in Figures 61 and 62, the total cross flow rates and

the inner vessel mixture level irregularly varies along the change of

K-factors and the core uncovery is predicted in the cases of K-factors

are 1 and 5. It means that the steam venting path is greatly affected by

the cross-flow between the downcomer nodes. Therefore, it is required

that the K-factors should be used properly to predict the real physical

thermal-hydraulic behavior for the DVI line break. In case of cold leg

break as shown in Figures 63 and 64, the cross-flow rate between the

downcomer nodes decreases along with the increasing K-factor as expected.

However, the inner vessel mixture levels are insignificantly affected by

the variation of K-factors. Therefore, the single lumped downcomer node

model is good enough for the cold leg breaks.

Figures 65 through 72 show the analyses results for the 0.2 ft2 cold

leg break and DVI line break obtained by the CEFLASH-4AS/REM with

modified downcomer model. The K-factor used for these analyses is 50

which is taken from the RELAP5/M0D3 assessment for the UPTF test data. As

compared these Figures with the base case results shown in Figures 33 to

40, the cold leg break case is not significantly affected by the changes

in downcomer nodal scheme. On the other hand, the DVI line break case is

greatly affected. Since the break flow for this case is at a relatively

higher quality before the loop seal clearing, the net break flow is

smaller than the base case. It resulted in a longer stay at plateau
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pressure. Following the loop seal clearing and before the SITs discharge,

the steam from the core is more easily vented as shown in Figures 68 and

69. As a result, the inner vessel mixture level in Figure 70 does not

show the long period of level suppression transient occurred in the base

case calculation (Fig. 36). After the SITs are being actuated, the system

shows relatively slow depressurization and it causes the SITs flow

intermittent. These transient behaviors are similar to those in [10]

which were calculated by significantly increasing the bubble rise

multiplier in the downcomer node.

3.3 RELAP5/MOD3 Analysis Results

The results of additional best-estimate small break LOCA analyses for

KNGR performed by RELAP5/MOD3 are discussed in this section. The

discussed results are for a) the 0.2 ft cold leg break and DVI line

break cases with DVI configuration including the effect of break flow

model change and b) the 0,2 ft2 cold leg break case with CLI

configuration.

3.3.1 Small Break LOCAs with DVI Configuration

Figures 73 through 80 show the trends of major parameters for the 0. 2

ft2 cold leg break and DVI line break with DVI configuration of ECCS

simulated by RELAP5/M0D3. As shown in the Figures, the system responses

by RELAP5/M0D3 analyses proceed as expected and are qualitatively in good

agreement with those of CEFALSH-4AS/REM (Figs. 49-54 and 65-70) until the

loop seal clearing time. And the general trends that the DVI line break

case results in relatively larger break flows (Fig. 73) and lower system

mass (Fig. 78) than the cold leg break case after the loop seal clearing

are similar as those observed in CEFALSH-4AS/REM simulations (Figs. 51,

54, 67, and 72). As shown in Figure 77, the integrated break flow for the

DVI line break case after the loop seal clearing is higher than that for
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the cold leg break case. However, the integrated HPSI flow for the DVI

line break case is smaller than that of cold leg break case before SITs

are being actuated, since only three HPSIPs are credited for DVI line

break case. Thus, the DVI line break case results in more inventory loss

after the loop seal clearing as shown in Figure 78, which causes more

rapid system depressurization (Fig. 75). This in turn makes an earlier

actuation of SITs (Fig. 76) and more rapid inventory makeup of the

primary system (Fig. 78).

However, details of transients are somewhat different. The break flow

of RELAP5/M0D3 (Figs. 73 and 74) before the loop seal clearing is very

different from that of CEFLASH-4AS/REM simulations (Figs. 67 and 68). The

latter results in a much lower break flow than the former. However, the

RELAP5/M0D3 break flow (Figs. 73 and 74) shows rather peculiar behavior.

1) During 50-200 seconds, break path quality of DVI line break case is

always lower than that of the cold leg break cases (Fig. 74) at the

same pressure (Fig. 75). However, the break flow changes relatively

much with small changes of quality (Figs. 67 and 68) and the trends

are inconsistent. A DVI line break flow is sometimes higher and

sometimes lowers than the cold leg break case.

2) During 250-400 seconds, the system pressure for DVI line break is

lower than the cold leg breaks (Fig. 75) and the break path quality

is higher than the cold leg breaks (Fig. 74), but the break flow

rate of a DVI line break is higher than a cold leg break.

Figure 80 shows the inner vessel and downcomer mixture levels for 0.2

ft2 DVI line break. This figure is obtained by using the results of flow

regimes and liquid fractions calculated by RELAP5/MOD3. As shown in this

Figure, the two-phase mixture level transients are very different from

the results of CEFLASH-4AS/REM (Figs. 53, 69, and 70). After the loop

seal clearing and before the SIT actuation, both of the broken and intact
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downcomer mixture levels drop to the cold leg elevation. Thus, the steam

from the cold legs begins to flow to the upper region of downcomer

experiencing a strong interaction with the water flow from the HPSIPs.

During this period, the downcomer region above the cold legs is slug or

annular type flow regimes with the HPSIP water flowing down on the core

barrel wall. It is also to be noted from this analysis that the inner

vessel mixture level is maintained well above the core throughout the

transient.

3.3.2 Effect of Break Flow Model Change

As discussed in the previous section, the break flow rate of

RELAP5/MOD3 shows peculiar behaviors throughout the transient and is

lower than those of CEFLASH-4AS/REM especially in the period where the

break path quality is at a low value. Thus, the additional case runs are

performed by changing the break flow model as Henry-Fauske choking model

with a homogeneous flow option. In addition to this modification, smooth

area change option with flow energy loss coefficients of 0.6 is used

instead of abrupt area change option due to the unrealistic junction form

loss for two phase flow which result in oscillatory flow in momentum flow

case.

Figures 81 through 84 compare the transient behaviors for 0.2 ft2

breaks in cold leg and DVI line with the break flow model change. As

shown in Figure 81, the general trends of break flow are much closer to

those of CEFLASH-4AS/REM (Figs. 51 and 67) and the break flows before the

loop seal clearing are much higher than those of the base cases of

REALP5/M0D3 (Fig. 73). It results in faster system inventory loss (Figs.

84 vs. 78) and earlier termination of pressure plateau (Figs. 82 vs. 75).

It is also shown from Figure 81 that the break flow rate for the cold leg

break case is higher than that for the DVI line break case after the loop

seal clearing. However, the larger safety injection flow credited for the

cold leg break case sufficiently compensates the larger break flow

discharge. Thus, the reactor inner vessel collapsed level and the primary
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system inventory behaviors for these two break cases are very similar as

shown in Figures 83 and 84. These transient behaviors are different from

the simulation results described in the previous sections and may be

expected as real phenomena.

Though it is natural to claim that the detailed modeling of downcomer

node and an ECC mixer component for the DVI configuration is necessary,

the analyses results of this study indicate that the break flow model has

primary importance in predicting the DVI performance during the small

break LOCA. Also the different safety injection flows credited for the

DVI line break and cold leg break are major causes for showing the

different transient behaviors of primary side depressurization and system

inventory .

3.3.3 Small Break LOCAs with CLI Configuration

To compare the performance between the DVI and CLI configurations,

0.2 ft2 cold leg break analysis for the CLI configuration is performed.

Figures 85 to 90 compare the results of cold leg break under the CLI

configuration (CLB/CLI) with those of cold leg break and DVI line break

under the DVI configuration (CLB/DVI, DVILB/DVI). As shown in these

Figures, the system behaviors of CLB/CLI case are very similar to those

of DVILB/DVI and CLB/DVI cases until the loop seal clears at around 200

seconds. After the loop-seal clearing, the results of CLB/CLI case are

much closer to those of DVILB/DVI case. However, as expected from the

differences in the location of break and safety injection nozzle between

these two break cases, CLB/CLI case shows somewhat less break flow rate

(Fig. 85), slower system depressurization, and thus the larger system

inventory retention (Fig. 90) and the higher core water level (Fig. 89).

This implies that if the DVI nozzle elevation is lowered to the cold leg

nozzle elevation, DVILB/DVI case becomes very similar to the CLB/CLI case

and the performance of DVI ECCS can be marginally improved. Also it is to

be noted that, CLB/CLI case shows worse results than the CLB/DVI case
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does in system inventory (Fig. 90) and core water level due to the less

safety injection flow credited (Fig. 87). Therefore, it is concluded from

these results that the DVI injection is beneficial for cold leg break,

but, since it also requires the analysis of DVI line break which shows

the worst core water level, it does not have significant advantage in

terms of small break LOCA performance.

Additional comparative analyses are performed by changing the break

flow model as described in the previous section and the results of major

parameters are given in Figures 91 to 96. As shown in these Figures, the

DVILB/DVI case produces the worst RV water level (Fig. 95) and system

inventory (Fig. 96) due to the largest ECC bypass among these three break

cases. However, the general transient behaviors for all break cases are

very similar and the differences between these results are insignificant

compared with Figures 85 to 90. Especially, the break flow rates, system

pressures, and the safety injection flow rates of CLB/CLI case are very

similar to those of DVILB/DVI case as shown in Figures 91 to 93, which in

turn results in very similar core water levels and primary system

inventories (Figs. 95 and 96).

3.4 Recommendations for Additional Works.

As discussed in section 3.1, the difference in results between the

DVILB/DVI and CLB/DVI cases is probably due to the CEFLASH-4AS/REM model

deficiencies rather than real physical differences in the two analyses.

If the difference is due to REM modeling, efforts should be directed to

help understand and eliminate any model bias. It is recommended

performing additional analyses with CEFLASH-4AS/REM and other applicable

codes to help determine if the difference in results are based on real

physical difference or just model differences. Additional CEFLASH-4AS/REM

analyses should focus on addressing (a) the three dimensional nature of

the flows in the downcomer (e. g. , add additional downcomer nodes,

dedicate a downcomer node to the broken DVI line or cold leg break, etc.),
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(b) the potential for preferential steam flow from the cold leg to the DVI

break and (c) the potential for bypass of DVI injection to either the DVI

break or the cold leg break. However, since the steam venting path is

greatly affected by the cross-flow between the downcomer nodes, it is

required that the K-factors should be used properly to predict the real

physical thermal-hydraulic behavior for the DVI line break.

However all of these changes to the best estimate model are still

trying to force a one-dimensional model to address complex

three-dimensional phenomena and various flow regimes in different areas of

the downcomer. With some nodalization or input changes do not actually

result in a model that accurately represents the real physical phenomena

expected to occur during the SBLOCA with DVI configuration of ECCS.

Therefore, it is recommended that additional SBLOCA analyses be performed

using a three dimensional code (e. g., COBRA-TF, TRAC, FLUENT, etc.) which

can more accurately model the flow regimes in downcomer region. As a

minimum this analysis should model the upper downcomer/cold leg response

during the crucial time period when the current one dimensional best

estimate analyses using the CEFLASH-4AS/REM and RELAP5/M0D3 codes predict

significant differences (i. e. , the time period from loop seal clearing

until SIT initiation).
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4. Summary and Conclusion
For the ECCS performance of KNGR, extensive analyses are performed

for small break LOCA at the cold leg and DVI line using the best estimate

computer codes.

Base cases are analyzed by ABB-CE's best estimate computer code of

CEFLASH-4AS/REM to confirm that the KNGR ECCS design features can meet

the EPRI ALWR requirement of no core uncovery for up to a 6 inch diameter

in break size (0.2 ft2). The evaluation results show that cold leg

breaks and DVI line breaks produce a similar response on the NSSS until

the time of loop seal clearing. Following the loop seal clearing and

before the SITs discharge, different transient behaviors are observed

between these two break cases. For a cold leg break, NSSS response is

dominated by a period of high quality/steam blowdown through the break

and relatively rapid depressurization. On the other hand, for a DVI line

break, NSSS response is dominated by a period of two phase blowdown

through the break and relatively slow depressurization. For a given

break size, this difference in break flow (a) produces much higher NSSS

mass loss for the DVI break compared with the cold leg breaks and (b)

results in a much greater potential for core uncovery. Thus, the results

show that no core uncovery occurs for all cold leg breaks and the core

uncovery is predicted to occur beginning at 0.2 ft2 for the DVI line

breaks.

Since the difference in results between the DVILB/DVI and CLB/DVI

cases is probably due to the CEFLASH-4AS/REM model deficiencies rather

than real physical differences in the two analyses, comparative analyses

are performed by modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM in downcomer nodal scheme and

another best-estimate computer code of RELAP5/M0D3. The results of two

computer code simulations are qualitatively in good agreement until the

loop seal clearing and the general trends are similar after the pressure

plateau in the sense that a DVI line break case results in a more rapid

system depressurization and larger system inventory loss.

However, details of transient behavior were different depending on
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nodal scheme of downcomer node and break flow model. Though it is

natural to claim that the detailed modeling of downcomer node and an ECC

mixer component for the DVI configuration is necessary, the analyses

results of present study indicate that the K-factors for the cross flow

between the downcomer nodes and the break flow model has a primary

importance in predicting the DVI performance during the small break LOCA.

Also the comparison of a DVI line break and cold leg break showed that

different safety injection flow credited for these break cases is a major

effect for the different primary side depressurization and system

inventory.

The comparative analysis for the performance between the DVI and CLI

configurations using RELAP5/M0D3 showed that the system behaviors of

CLB/CLI case are very similar to those of DVILB/DVI case and shows worse

results than the CLB/DVI case in system inventory and core water level

due to the less safety injection flow credited. Therefore, it is

concluded from these results that the DVI injection is beneficial for

cold leg break, but, since it also requires the analysis of DVI line

break which shows the worst core water level, it does not have

significant advantage in terms of small break LOCA performance.

It is also to be noted that the RELAP5/MOD3 analysis by using the

Henry-Fauske critical flow model with homogeneous flow option for break

junction showed very similar system responses for the CLB/DVI, DVILB/DVI,

and CLB/CLI cases, line break and the cold leg break, which may be

expected as real phenomena.

However, all of these analyses using the best estimate model are

still trying to force a one-dimensional model to address complex

three-dimensional phenomena and various flow regimes in different areas

of the downcomer. Therefore, to identify the real physical phenomena

expected to occur during the SBLOCA with DVI configuration of ECCS,

further detailed analysis using a three-dimensional code (e. g. ,

COBRA-TF, TRAC, FLUENT, etc.) is recommended.
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Table 1. Major Design Features of KNGR ECCS

Parameters

No. of electric power trains of ECCS

No. of hydraulic trains of ECCS

No. of DVI nozzles

No. of HPSIPs

No. of SITs

Delay time for HPSIPs

SIT gas pressure (Min./Max.)

SIT line hydraulic resistance coefficient

SIT total volume per tank

SIT liquid volume (Min./Max. )

Values

2

4

4

4

4

40 sec.

570/632 psia (3.93/4.36 MPa)

4.5 to 30

2406 ft3

1600/1927 ft3
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Table 2. Major System Parameters and Plant Initial Conditions.

A. Plant Initial Conditions and Steady State Value

Parameter

Core power (MWt)
RCS pressure (psia)
RCS flowrate (lbm/s)
Cold leg Temperature (°F)
Hot leg Temperature (°F)
SG pressure (psia)
RCS inventory (lbm)
SG inventory (liquid) (lbm)

Design or
Steady-State

Values
3,914
2,250

165.8E+6
555.8
615

1,000 (978)
624,930
196,841

Remarks

100% nominal

design (s-s)

B. Major System Parameters

Parameter

Primary side volume (ft^)

Pressurizer steam volume (fta)

Low PZR pressure trip setpoint

SIAS setpoint (psia)

HPSI pump characteristics

MSSV opening setpoint (psia)

MSSV capacity per valve
(lbm/hr)

Number of MSSVs

Proportional heaters (Btu/s)

Back-up heaters (Btu/s)

Number of SG U-tubes

Aux. Feedwater Flow (lbm/hr)

Design or
Steady-State

Values
15,405

2,400

1,825

1,825

1,200/1,235/1,260

1.9E+6

2/2/6

379.2

1,896

11,266

650

Remarks

100% nominal

nominal

nominal

see Figure 3

banks 1/2/3

max. flow at
design pressure

banks 1/2/3

10% plugged

nominal
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Table 3. HPSI Flow Curve (1 HPSIP)

RCS Pressure

psia
14.7
34.7
54.7
74.7
94.7
114.7
134.7
154.7
174.7
189.7
214.7
229.7
244.7
314.7
414.7
614.7
814.7
914.7
1014.7
1214.7
1414.7
1514.7
1553.7
1614.7
1834.7
1964.7
2055

Average

gpm
1106
1104
1098
1094
1090
1086
1082
1072
1068
1064.4
1056
1051
1048
1029
1004
914
818.7
769
716
604
477.3
373.2
330.7
266
0
0
0

Maximum

gpm
1232
1232
1224
1224
1220
1216
1212
1204
1201.7
1200
1192
1184
1180
1152
1116
1044
961.3
920
872
776
658.7
600
573.5
532
396
192
0

Minimum

gpm
980
976
972
964
960
956
952
940
934.2
929
920
918
916
906
892
784
676
618
560
432
296
146.4
88
0
0
0
0
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Table 4. Sequence of Events for Representative Cold Leg Breaks

Events

Break initiates
Reactor trips
RCPs trip
4SSVs open
HPSIPs start
Hot leg drains
Loop seal clearing
occurs
Isteam discharge occurs

fcore uncovery occurs
[Minimum core
mixture level* is
reached at, sec
BITs start
[End of simulation

Break Cases
0.05 ft2

0.0
35.12
35.12
42.32
74.10
~ 750
1080

900

N/A
23.668 ft

at 886.1 sec

N/A
3000

0.2 ft'
0.0
12.72
12.72
18.87
51.62
130
210

172

N/A
21.245 ft

at 168.0 sec

558.7
1000

0.55 ftz

0.0
9.51
9.51
15.70
48.35

not clearly seen
109

36 (flashing)
84
N/A

24.212 ft
at 67.8 sec

170.7
300

Note : *) Top of core level = 20.67 ft
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Table 5. Sequence of Events for Representative DVI Line Breaks

Events

Break initiates
Reactor trips
RCPs trip
4SSVs open
HPSIs start
Hot leg drains
Loop seal clearing
occurs
Steam discharge
occurs
Core uncovery occurs
Fuel heatup starts
Minimum core mixture
level* is reached
at, sec
SITs start
End of simulation

Break Cases
0.05 ft*

0.0
35.32
35.32
42.32
74.31
~ 1600

not cleared

2940

N/A
N/A

23.046 ft
at 2939.5sec

N/A
5000

0.2 ftz

0.0
12.72
12.72
18.78
51.58
125
230

185

404.8
no heatup
20.659 ft

at 405.3 sec

440.6
1000

0.4 ft*
0.0
10.61
10.61
16.0
49.51
76
216

92

86.6
135

12.236 ft
at 212.6 sec

209.9
500

Note : *) Top of core level = 20.67 ft
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Table 6. Summary of Recommended Changes to CEFLASH-4AS/REM

Recommended Change Justification
Downcomer Issues

Flooding and entrainment
in the downcomer must be
addressed rather than
just bubble rise as in
the current model.
A multi-node
representation of the
downcomer must be used;

CEFLASH-4AS/REM nodes
cannot address flow
regimes.

The three dimensional
effects in the downcomer
should be modeled.
The safety injection
flow interaction in the
downcomer must be
addressed.

The parameters
controlling leakage flow
from the downcomer to
the RVUH should be
evaluated to ensure
realistic modeling.

Steam venting through the downcomer from the
cold-legs to the broken DVI line requires
capturing flooding and entrainment effects in
addition to bubble rise. The current version of
CEFLASH-4AS/REM only accounts for bubble rise.
A single node representation of the downcomer
does not capture the three dimensional,
asymmetric flow distribution expected in the
downcomer during a DVI line break. A reasonable
approximation of such three dimensional effects
is necessary to adequately simulate any steam
venting phenomenon.
The flow regimes in the downcomer influence the
degree of steam venting that may take place
during a DVI line break. However, simulating
flow regimes in a control volume (i.e., node) is
not possible with CEFLASH-4AS/REM.
High quality flow out the broken DVI nozzle is
expected during the transient.

Condensation of injected water as dispersed
droplets falling through a steam region as used
for simulations involving cold-leg injection
does not apply to the downcomer. Such modeling
is necessary to account for all relevant
interfacial heat and mass transfer modes
occurring in the downcomer.
K-factors consistent with a CEFLASH-4AS/REM
should be used rather than conservatively high
values consistent with an EM.
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Table 6. Summary of Recommended Changes to

CEFLASH-4AS/REM (Continued)

Recommended Change Justification
Core Issues

The need for a

m u l t i - n o d e

representation of the

core should be

evaluated.

A multi-node representation of the core would

provide more accurate mixture level predictions.

Steam Generator Issues

The models used in

CEFLASH-4AS/REM to

calculate primary-side

fluid conditions should

be evaluated.

The models used in CEFLASH-4AS/REM to calculate

primary-side steam conditions may be too

simplistic for realistic simulations involving

DVI line breaks where superheated steam is

ant icipated.
Assumptions

RCP shutoff should be

delayed beyond the time

of reactor trip.

Assuming a RCP trip simultaneously with a

reactor trip is too conservative for a REM and

is indicative of a LOOP which is also too

conservative for a REM.
Charging flow should not

be terminated.

The assumption of a loss of charging flow is too
conservative for a REM.

Secondary-side modeling

should credit steam dump

and bypass as well as

auxiliary feedwater.

Isolation of the SG is too conservative for a

REM.

A more realistic break

discharge coefficient

should be considered.

A break discharge coefficient of 1.0 is too

conservative for a REM.
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Fig. 1. KNGR Reactor Vessel with DVI Configuration
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Fig. 2. KNGR Reactor Vessel Nozzle Arrangement
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Fig. 3. HPSIP Delivery Curve for Best Estimate SBLOCA Analysis
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Fig. 4. Nodalization Diagram of KNGR CEFLASH-4AS/REM (Base Case)
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Fig. 5. Nodalization Diagram of KNGR CEFLASH-4AS/REM (Modified)
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Fig. 17. Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 18. Mass Quality at Break Path by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 19. Loop Seal Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 20. Integrated SI and Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 22. Core Inlet Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 23. Total HPSI and SIT Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 24. Inner Vessel Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 25. Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 26. Mass Quality at Break Path by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 27. Primary and Secondary System Pressure by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 28. Core Inlet Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 29. Total HPSI and SIT Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 30. Inner Vessel Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 31. Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 32. Mass Quality at Break Path by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 34. Core Inlet Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 35. Total HPSI and SIT Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 36. Inner Vessel Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 37. Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 38. Mass Quality at Break Path by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 39. Loop Seal Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 40. Maximum Cladding Surface and Coolant Temperatures by PARCH/REM
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Fig. 41. Primary and Secondary System Pressure by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 42. Core Inlet Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 43. Total HPSI and SIT Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 44. Inner Vessel Mixture Level by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 45. Break Flow Rate by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 46. Mass Quality at Break Path by CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 47. Maximum Cladding Surface and Coolant Temperatures by PARCH/REM
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Fig. 48. Cladding Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient by PARCH/R
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Fig. 52. Break Path Quality by CEFLASH-4AS/REM (0.2 ft2 Break)
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Fig. 54. RCS Mass Inventory by CEFLASH-4AS/REM (0.2 ft2 Break)
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Fig. 55. Broken Side Downcomer Water Level
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Fig. 56. Intact Side Downcomer Water Level
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Fig. 57. Core and SG Pressure
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Fig. 58. Inner Vessel Water Levels
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Fig. 60. Intact Side Downcomer Water Level
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Fig. 61. Total Cross-flow Rates between the Downcomer

for Various K-factors
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Fig. 64. Inner Vessel Mixture Levels for Various K-factors
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Fig. 65. System Pressure by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 66. SI Flow Rate by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 67. Break Flow Rate by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 68. Break Path Quality by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 69, Downcomer Mixture Level by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 72. Primary System Mass by Modified CEFLASH-4AS/REM
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Fig. 73. Break Flow Rate by RELAP5/M0D3 (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 74. Break Path Quality by RELAP5/M0D3 (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI;
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Fig. 75. System Pressure by RELAP5/M0D3 (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 76. HPSI & SIT Flow Rates by RELAP5/M0D3

(0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 77. Integrated Break and SI Flow Rates by RELAP5/M0D3
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Fig. 78. Primary System Mass by RELAP5/M0D3

(0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 80. Inner Vessel/Downcomer Mixture Level by RELAP5/M0D3
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Fig. 81. Break Flow Rate by RELAP5/M0D3 Using
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Fig. 82. Primary System Pressure by RELAP5/M0D3 Using

Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 83. Reactor Inner Vessel Collapsed Level by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 84. Primary System Mass by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/DVI)
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Fig. 86. Primary System Pressure by RELAP5/M0D3 (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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Fig. 88. Integrated Break and SI Flow Rates by RELAP5/M0D3
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Fig. 90. Primary System Mass by RELAP5/M0D3
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Fig. 91. Break Flow Rate by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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Fig. 92. Primary System Pressure by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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Fig. 93. HPSI & SIT Flow Rates by RELAP5/MOD3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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Fig. 94. Integrated Break and SI Flow Rates by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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Fig. 95. Reactor Inner Vessel Collapsed Level by RELAP5/M0D3

Using Modified Break Model (0.2 ft2 Break/CLI)
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